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Vulnerability Scanning Service

IT Security and Vulnerability Management made simple

Everywhere we look, organisations are being hacked when
they least expect it. IT security teams used to rely on simple
anti-virus solutions and basic firewalls to keep networks,
applications and hardware safe from potential threats,
but in today’s fast-moving, Cloud-driven environment, this
level of security is no longer fit for purpose.

Vulnerability Scanning Service

The expanding threat landscape

Cybercriminals actively seek out exploitable gaps within your
security to cause substantial damage to your brand reputation,
finances and data. It is therefore imperative to conduct regular
vulnerability assessments to proactively identify and resolve
weaknesses within your corporate infrastructure, before they
can be exploited.

The distributed workforce has resulted in new challenges
when it comes to the visibility, control and security of endpoint
devices. Instead of your teams working from a secure location
at your head office, the rapid rise of home working has exposed
new security vulnerabilities, such as concerns over shadow
IT. Even with best efforts, simply initiating another series of
security patches and firewalls to keep your infrastructure
protected has become insufficient, as hackers will spend
(on average) one fifth of the time infiltrating your network,
application or hardware than it would take to successfully
implement an appropriate security patch.

Our Vulnerability Scanning service, delivered in partnership
with Outpost24 (Vulnerability Risk Management challenger
- Forrester’s 2019 Report), identifies and remediates
vulnerabilities by delving into your security infrastructure
to proactively hunt out threats and patch risks. Our scalable
solution provides tailored vulnerability reports for both
management and technical staff, along with action plans to
mitigate any threats to your business.

Take systematic, preventative measures
Exponential-e offer a Vulnerability Scanning service that examines network perimeters, identifies vulnerabilities and provides actionable
remediation with risk-based insights. Mimicking the actions of the most effective cybercriminals, we add an extra layer of value by
analysing and advising where you should implement extra precautions.
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Features and Benefits
Automated Scan Schedule

Dynamic Target Management

Finds new assets and adds them to your regular
vulnerability scans automatically with smart scan
scheduling, helping you achieve greater efficiency in your
effort to reduce vulnerabilities.

Effectively manage your assets by using dynamic groups
to segment and map your targets, for example, by
location, business unit or asset owner. Using meaningful
categorisations, you improve efficiency.

Agent-based Scanning

Solution-based Reporting

Agent-based scanning enables organisations to extend
security controls to remote workforces and achieve greater
efficiency by assessing remote assets for vulnerabilities.

Our detailed reports help identify and filter your security
priorities, as well as providing actionable insights o how to
resolve vulnerability issues. With different levels of detail,
you can share the information with other stakeholders
across the business.

Scanning-less Scanning (SLS)
Unique SLS technology takes a fingerprint of your network
and alerts you of potential new risks as they appear in
between scans to keep you up to date.

Risk based Vulnerability Prioritisation
Using industry standards CVSS rating and real time risk
based scoring, our tool enables smarter and predictive
vulnerability prioritisation for fast remediation.

Exponential-e. not just another MSSP
Exponential-e helps all organisation identify and enhance their
Cyber Security controls. We help all our customers remediate
vulnerabilities, threats, and breaches extremely seriously.
With experienced consultants, best-of-breed technologies and
impeccable service quality, we can offer Cyber Security solutions
for any organisation - no matter the size or sector. Exponential-e’s
Cyber Security product portfolio demonstrates our ability in
providing expertly managed security solutions to our customers,
encapsulating:

•

8x ISO accredited organisation. Exponential-e are committed
to compliance, excellence and GDPR requirements.

•

Platinum partnerships with numerous industry-leading Cyber
Security vendors.

•

Expertise and initiative from our experienced and certified
consultants (CISSP, CISM, PCIP, ISO27001 and PCIP).

•

Custom-built, cutting-edge Cyber Security solutions designed
by our qualified security pre-sales team.

•

Nearly 20 years’ experience as a provider of Managed
Security services.

•

Consistently high quality delivered on time and in budget.

•

24 / 7 UK-based Security Operations Centre.

•

•

CSOC Managed Service, for real-time monitoring and
alerting.

Experience across a wide range of sectors and industries. We
can provide a strong set of testimonials to demonstrate our
Cyber Security capabilities.

Exponential-e is a Cloud, Connectivity and Communications
pioneer with a difference. From launching the world’s first Virtual
private LAN in 2006 on our privately-owned 100GigE secure
and super-fast Network to our recent launch of the world’s first
Software Defined Digital Platform (SD-DP), our commitment
to innovation has resulted in us being recognised as one of
the fastest-growing private companies in the UK, with 8 ISO
accreditations to our name.
We have an extensive solutions portfolio that enables us to create
services tailored specifically to our customers’ operational needs
- whether that be for Private, Public or Hybrid Cloud, Data Centre,
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Unified Communications, Cyber Security or Managed IT Services.
Exponential-e has carried out over 60 Digital Transformation (DX)
projects for major clients in the last three years alone. Drawing
on our DX Toolbox and supported by our SD-DP, our flexible DX
Blueprint can be applied to execute your DX strategy - whatever
your size or sector.
Whether it’s for a single service or transformative solution, we
deliver Peace of Mind-as-a-Service to our customers: that’s why
we are trusted by over 3,000 customers, with 96% referenceability and an industry-leading Net Promoter Score.
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